NORTHERN LIGHTS & FELLS
PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP

Program 13.-20.01.2018

Instructor: Sampsa Sulonen, +358408343174
Saturday
17:00-19:00
19:00Sunday
8:00-10:00
10:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:30-16:30
17:00-20:00
Monday
8:00-10:00
10:00-12:30
13:00-14:00
14:30-16:30
17:00-20:00
21:00-23:00
Tuesday
8:00-10:00
10:00-17:00
17:00-20:00
17:00-20:00
21:00-00:00+
Wednesday
8:00-10:00.
10:30-12:30

Arrival and check-in
Dinner
Workshop info in Immon Kammi, photo
presentation about Kiilopää and northern lights
Breakfast
Introduction to cameras, lenses, accessories and other gear. Basics of exposure.
Techniques and settings for landscape and northern lights photography specifically.
Lunch at Kiilopää
Photo excursion to nearby fells. Applying the mornings learnings to practice.
Dinner, northern lights watching and photographing near Kiilopää from 20:00 onwards.
Breakfast
Photo excursion to nearby fells. Theme: fells in a landscape photo.
Lunch at Kiilopää
Photo post-processing (Adobe Lightroom), workflow, basic processing, cropping and composition, HDR,
panorama etc. Techniques specific for northern lights photo post processing.
Dinner
Northern lights photo walk in the vicinity of Kiilopää.
Breakfast
Free time for your own activities, enjoying the nature, resting or taking part in Kiilopää daily program
Smoke sauna and ice hole swimming! 
Dinner
Northern lights photo excursion in the vicinity of Kiilopää. Return depending on weather and aurora activity.

Breakfast
Depending on last night’s schedule and weather either a short photo excursion in the vicinity of Kiilopää to
practice what we have learned or continuation with post processing.
13:00-14:00 Lunch at Kiilopää, free time in the afternoon for snowshoeing, skiing or other activities.
17:00-20:00 Smoke sauna and ice hole swimming! 
17:00-20:00 Dinner
20:00-00:00+ Northern lights photo excursion to nearby fells. Return depending on weather and aurora activity.
Thursday
8:00-10:00
Breakfast
10:30-14:30 Post-processing continued, advanced techniques for landscape and northern lights photos, timelapse,
star-trails, image stacking, lunch break at 12:00 – 13:00
17:00-20:00 Dinner
21:00-01:00+ Northern lights photo excursion to nearby fells. Return depending on weather and aurora activity.
Friday
8:00-10:00
Breakfast
11:00-14:00 Watching and commenting of photos taken during the workshop, recap of techniques, lunch 12:00 – 13:00
17:00-20:00 Smoke sauna and ice hole swimming! 
17:00-20:00 Dinner
20:30Crêpes frying in “Maahinen” turf hut. Northern lights watching and photographing near Kiilopää
Saturday
8:00-10:00
Breakfast, check-out

(We reserve the right for changes, for example due to weather conditions the program might change.)
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